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We consider a bimatroid (linking system) which has a natural one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the row set and the column set. Such bimatroid can be regarded 
as a combinatorial counterpart of a matrix which is subject to similarity transfor- 
mations. For such a bimatroid we can consider the power product, introduce the 
notion of an “eigenset.” which is a combinatorial analogue of an eigenvector, and 
define the “Jordan type;” in particular, the maximum size of an eigenset is charac- 
terized by the rank of the power products. Ii 1990 Academc Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A bimatroid [Z] which was introduced first by Schrijver [7, 81 under 
the name of linking system, is a combinatorial abstraction of a matrix. It 
abstracts the combinatorial properties of the rank of submatrices. 
In linear algebra, on the other hand, we distinguish the nature of 
matrices according to the class of permissible transformations. For exam- 
ple, we can talk of such concepts as eigenvectors, Jordan canonical form, 
and minimal polynomials of a matrix only if it represents a linear transfor- 
mation in a vector space and is subject to (a subclass of) similarity trans- 
formations. Such concepts are meaningless for a matrix which represents a 
linear transformation from a vector space to another different vector space 
and is subject to equivalence transformations; for such a matrix rank 
would be the only meaningful concept to be defined. 
It may be said that the concept of bimatroid, as discussed so far in the 
literature, is essentially an abstraction of a matrix of the latter kind, 
namely, one subject to equivalence transformations. In this paper we con- 
sider a combinatorial counterpart of a matrix which is subject to similarny 
transformations. That is, we consider a bimatroid which has a natural one- 
to-one correspondence between the row set and the column set. For such 
a bimatroid, we can consider the power product and define a novel notion 
of “eigenset,” which is a combinatorial analogue of an eigenvector. 
* This paper is based on the unpublished report [4]; part of this paper has been reported 
in a domestic conference of OR Society of Japan [6]. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
2. I. Matroid 
The purpose of this subsection is chiefly to fix notation. See, e.g. [ 1. 91 
for the precise definitions. 
We denote by M = (E, p) a trzatroid defined on finite ground set E with 
rank function ii. The rarzk of M will be denoted by r(M). The &al of M 
will be denoted by M*. 
Let M, = (E, p,), (i = 1, 2) be matroids. M, is said [ 3, 91 to be a yuotictzt 
ef M,, to be denoted as M, --f M,. iff 
It is also said that M, + M2 is a strotzg mup. We write M, 7 M, to mean 
that M, is a quotient of M, and not isomorphic to M, . 
PROPOSITION 2.1. [/‘M, -+ M, and r(M,) = r(M,), then M, = M,. 
2.2. Binzatroid (Linking S?atutz) 
The notion of bimatroid was introduced first by Schrijver 17, S] under 
the name of lining system, and shortly after by Kung [2] under the name 
of bimatroid. We adopt the latter terminology for brevity. 
A hitnatroid (or litzking s~~stettz) is a triple L = (S, T, A), where S and T 
are finite sets, and ,4 is a nonempty subset of 2.‘~ 2’ such that 
(Ll) if (X, Y)E,I, then 1x1 = )YJ; 
(L2-1) if (X, Y) E n and X’c X, then (X’, I”) E n for some Y’ c I’; 
(L2-2) if (X, Y) E il and Y’ c Y, then (X’, Y’ ) E ,4 for some X’ c .Y; 
(L3) if (X,, Y,)E/~ (i=l,2), then (X, Y)E,~, X,c.~c.I’,uX,. 
Y ?c Yc Y, u Y, for some Xc S and Yc T. 
We call S the rot13 set and T the c-olztttztz wt of L; we write S= Row(L) and 
T = Cal(L). A member (X, Y) of II = n(L) is called a litzkrd pair; we also 
say that X and Y are linked. 
The hirank fzmction (or linking ,fUtzction) A: 2” x 2 ‘. 4 Z + is defined by 
2(X. Y)=max{/X 1(X’, Y’)E/1, X’cX, Y’c Y), Xc S, Y c T. 
Obviously, 
(X, Y)EA if E.(X, Y) = 1x1 = 1 YI 
With this correspondence, we may equivalently say that a bimatroid L is 
a triple (S, T, E.), where I. satisfies the following: 
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(Bl) 061.(X, Y)dmin{IXI, IYIi, XcS, YcT; 
(B2) 3.(X’. Y’)<A(X, Y), X’cXcS, Y’c Yc T; 
(B3) i.(XuX’, Yn Y’) + jJXnX’, Yu Y’) < 3,(X, Y) + i(X’, Y’), 
X, X’ c S, Y, Y’ c T. 
The property (B3) is referred to as hisubmodulurity. 
By the rank r(L) of L. we mean the maximum size of a linked pair, i.e., 
r(L) = I( S, T). 
The underlying bipartite graph (S, T, d) of L = (S, T, /1) is a bipartite 
graph with vertex set S u T (disjoint union) and edge set d c 25x 27 such 
that 
(s, .v)EA iff (i-x), {JI))E/~. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [7, S]. Suppose (X, Y)E A. For any Y’c Y there exists 
X’ c X such thut (X’, Y’) E A and (X- X’, Y - Y’) E A. Therqfore, there 
exists a matching between X and Y in the underlying bipartite graph 
(S, T, A). 
A bimatroid L = (S, T, n) determines a matroid M(1 ) = (S u T, i’ ) with 
ground set Su T (disjoint union) and rank function 1”’ defined by 
i’(Xu Y)=A(X, T- Y)+ IYl, XcS, Yc T. (2.1) 
Note that T=Col(L) is a base of M(L). The restriction of M(L) to 
S= Row(L) is named the row’ matroid of L and denoted by RM(L). 
Similarly, the restriction of M(L)* to T= Cal(L) is the cofumn matroid of 
L and denoted by CM(L). 
For Xc S and Y c T, L[X, Y] will mean a sub-bimatroid such that 
Row([L[X, Y])= X. Col(L[X, Y])= Y, n(L[X, Y])=/1’ where 
A’= {(X’, Y’)lX’cX, Y’c Y, (X’, Y’)EA(L)} 
The transpose (or dual) of L, denoted by L’, is a bimatroid such that 
Row(L’) = Cal(L), Col(L’) = Row(L), /1(L’) = /1’, where 
A’= j(Y,X)l(X, Y)E/I(L)}. 
If (S, T) E A, L is said to be nonsingular. Then the inverse of L, denoted 
by LP’, is defined to be a bimatroid such that Row(L- ‘) = Cal(L), 
Col(LP’)=Row(L), ii(L ‘)=A-‘, where 
A-‘={(Y,X)I(S-X, T- Y)E,~(L)}. 
Let L,=(S,,T,,/1,), (i=l,2,3) be bimatroids. If Col(L,)=Row(L,) 
(i.e., T, = S,), the product of L1 and L,, denoted by L, * Lz, can be 
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defined; it is a bimatroid such that Row(L, * L,) = Row(L, ), Col(L, * L,) 
=Col(L,), A(L, * L2)= A, * AZ, where 
n,*/i,={(X,Z)/(X, Y)~il,,(Y,Z)~n,forsorne YcT,). (2.2) 
That is, L, * L2 = (S, . T,, il , * .I -,). The birank function jbI * jLz of L, * L, 
is given by 
(2, * i,)(x, Z) = min[i.,(X: T, - Y) 
+j.,(Y,Z)I YcT,), Xc S, Zc T,. (2.3) 
If Col(L,) = Row(L,) and Col(L,) = Row(L,), we have the associative law: 
(L, * L,) * L, = L, * (L, * L,), 
and we can write L, * L, * L, without ambiguity. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 [2, 31. RM(L,) -+ RM(L, *L,) and CM(L?) -+ 
CM(L, *L,) ,for tw’o himarroids L, (i= I, 2) such fhat L, * L, can be 
defined. 
Suppose there is a one-to-one correspondence $1 S + T between 
S= Row(L) and T= Cal(L). L is said to be s>lrnnretric iff 
(X, Y)EA implies C@‘(Y), $(X))E/1. 
A poly-bimatroid (or poly-linkitlg systettl) is a triple L = (S, T, A), where 
S and T are finite sets and j.: 2’~ 27‘ -+ R, satisfies (B2), (B3), and 
(Bl’) I&(@, Y)=i(X,q5)=0, XCS, YC T. 
A pair (x, y ) of vectors x E R.: and y E R ‘, is said to be /inked iff 
x(S) =.v(T) 
and 
x(X) +y( Y) < 2(X. Y) +y( T) for all XC S. Y c T, 
where x(X)=C (x(e)legXi for XER:, etc. 
As with bimatroids, we call E. the birank function and i(S, T) = r(L) the 
rank of L. Almost all the notions for bimatroids can be naturally 
generalized for poly-bimatroids. In particular, for two poly-bimatroids 
L,=(S,, T,,).,), (i= 1,2) with T,=Sz. the product ofL, and L, isa poly- 
bimatroid (S,, T,, 3,, * j.,), where I-, * I., is given by (2.3). 
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3. POWER PRODUCTS OF A BIMATROID 
Throughout this paper A will denote a bimatroid such that 
Row(A)=Col(A)= S; A(S, S, /i(A)). Then we can think of the product 
of A with itself in the sense of (2.2). A/‘ is defined recursively by 
Ah = A” ~ r * A = A * A” ~ r for k = 1, 2, . . . . where, for convenience, we 
put A’=(S,S,il(A’)) with /l(A’)= {(X,X)IXcS). In this section we 
establish some fundamental properties of the sequence of bimatroids AX, 
k=O, 1, 2, 
To investigate the rank of products of bimatroids, the following general 
result would be of fundamental importance. After the similar inequalities 
known for matrix products, we name them the Fvohenius irzequalit~~ for 
poly-himatroids and the Sylvester irzequalit), for pol~4inzutroids, respec- 
tively. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Li (i = 1, 2, 3) be poly-himatroid.7 suck rhat L, * 
L, * L, can he defined. 
(1) Frobenius inequality jbr poll)-bimatroids, 
r(L, * L, * L3) + r(L?) 3 r(L, * Lz) + r(L, * L,). 
(2) Shester inequality for polv-bimatroid.~, 
r(L, *L1)+n3r(L,)+r(L2), 
where II= ICol(L,)I = IRow(L,)I. 
ProojI (1) Put Li=(S,,T,,i.,), (i=l,2,3), where T,=S, and 
T,=S,. By (2.3), we have 
r(L, * L?)=min(A,(S,, T,-X,)+&(X,. T,)lX, c T,) 
and 
r(L,*L,)=min{E,,(S,, T2-X2)+&(X2, T,)lXz~T1). 
From these relations as well as from 
1.,(X,, T2)+A(S,, Tz-X1)~&(XI, T7-X’1)+k(Sz, T,), 
which is due to the bisubmodularity of &, it follows that 
r(L, * L2) + r(L2 * L,) 
<min(A,(S,, T,-X,)+Az(X,, T,-X,) 
+~~~(XZ,T~)IX,CT~,XZCT?}+~~~(S~,T~) 
= r(L, * Lz * L,) + r(L,). 
(2) This follows from (1) immediately. 1 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let A be u birnatroid u’ith Row(A) = Col( A) = S. 
(1) r(Ak~-I)-r(Ak)ar(Ak)-r(A’+‘). k= 1. 2,.... 
(2) There exists T = s(A). (0 6 T 6 /sl) such that 
r(A”)>r(A’)> ... >r(A’ ‘)>r(A’)=r(A’). k=T+ 1, Tt:,.... 
Proc$ (1 ) This follows from Theorem 3.1 with L, = L, = A, L, = 
A/‘ ‘, 
(2) First note the obvious relation: 
r(A’)ar(A”’ ‘). x-=0. 1, . . . . 
Let z ( 30) be the smallest k such that the equality holds, where z d ISI 
since 0 6 r(A’) < r(A’)-T = 1.S - T. Then (1 ) implies that the equality must 
hold for all k 3 T. u 
Theorem 3.2( 1) reveals the convexity of the sequence r(A’), k = 0, 1, 2, 
The integer T = r(A) in Theorem 3.2(2) will be called the transition in&.u of 
A. We symbolically write r(A I ) for r(A’), though the limit of A” (as 
he + x8) may not exist. 
Since r(A”)=r(RM(A”))=r(CM(A”)), the later two also satisfy the 
similar inequalities given in Theorem 3.2 for r(A”). The following estab- 
lishes a much stronger assertion for RM(A”) and CM(A”) than is implied 
by the second inequality of Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let T he the transition in&x c?f’ A. Tkn 
RM(A”) ;RM(A’); ... 7f RM(A’- ‘); RM(A’) 
= RM( A”), k = T + 1. T + 2. . . . . 
rrnd 
CM(AO) ; CM(A’) + 
=CM(A*),# ‘;=fT~15,1”‘“(“;) 
Proof: It follows from Proposition 2.3 (with L, = Ak and L, = A, and 
with L, =A and L,=Ak) that RM(A”)+RM(A’+‘) and CM(A”)-+ 
CM(Ak+’ ). Combining these with Theorem 3.2(2) and Proposition 2.1, we 
establish the theorem. 1 
We shall adopt the notation RM(A’X ) = RM(A’) and CM(A ’ ) = 
CM( A’). 
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Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.2 can be extended for a poly-bimatroid with a 
slight modification, as follows. We put r(L’) = + i*, (sufficiently large) by 
convention. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let L = (S, S, I*) be a poly-bimatroid. 
(1) r(L”-‘)-r(L”)>r(Lk)-r(Lk+l), k= 1,2,... 
(2) There es&s z = r(L) ( 3 1) such that 
r(LO)>r(L’)> ... >r(L’ ‘)>r(L’)=r(Lk), k=T+l,T+2,.... 
Proof. Jn view of the proof of Theorem 3.2, it suffices to show that 
there exists a S (>O), independent of k, such that 
r(Lk)#r(Lk+‘) implies r(L”) - 6 3 r(L” + ‘). (3.1) 
To see this, first put 
6,=min[l(X, X’)(n(.Y, X’)>O; X, X’cSl >O, 
and let N be an integer greater than r(L)/6,. Then note the expression 
k-1 
C I-(X,, S-X,+, )IX,,=S,X,cS(i=l,..., k-1),X,=@ , 
i=O 
for k > 1, which follows from (2.3). The summation in this expression 
contains at most N nonzero terms. which implies the existence of a 6 (>O) 
for which (3.1 ) holds. 1 
Theorem 3.2(l) allows us to define a set of characteristic indices for a 
bimatroid A such that Row(A) = Cal(A). For a bimatroid arising from a 
matrix, the indices to be introduced are closely related to the Jordan 
canonical form of the matrix. Thus the indices might be regarded as a 
combinatorial invariants of a bimatroid that corresponds to the Jordan 
type of a matrix. 
To explain the correspondence that motivates our definition, we first 
consider a bimatroid A arising from a bipartite graph. (Such a bimatroid 
is called a deltoid in 17, 81.) In other words, A is assumed to come from 
a matrix, say A, of which the nonzero entries are algebraically independent 
transcendentals. 
As will be seen without difficulty, 2 has no nonzero multiple eigenvalues; 
every Jordan cell with a nonzero eigenvalue is of size 1. The number of 
nonzero eigenvalues of 2 is obviously equal to Go = r(Ak) for k sufficiently 
large, where r( .) denotes the rank of a matrix. On the other hand, the 
number of the Jordan cells of size k (2 1) with eigenvalue 0 is given by 
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In this way, the Jordan type of 2 is completely characterized by the set of 
numbers (0,; W,, Q?, . ..). 
Based on the above observations, we shall define the Jordun rjye for a 
bimatroid A = (S, S, /i(A)) as the set of numbers (o,,; 0,. cc),, . ..). where 
(11~ = r( A ’ ), 
o,=Y(A~+‘)+r(A”~‘)-2r(AX). .-,,,.. 
(3.2) 
k=l 7 
Note that Theorem 3.2 guarantees that Q~ > 0 for k 3 1 and OJ~ = 0 for 
k > 5. Obviously, we have 
Remark 3.2. Let A be a matrix with algebraically independent nonzero 
entries and A be the associated bimatroid. The bimatroid associated with 
2” does not agree with Ah. Let, e.g., A= (a,) be a 5 x 5 matrix with non- 
zero entries al (i,j)= (I, 3) (2, 1 ). (2, 3) (3, l), (4, 2), (5, 4). Then the 
2 x 2 submatrix of A3 with row-indices in 12, 5 i and column-indices 
je {I, 3) is singular, whereas ((2, 51, 11. 3),)~,1(A~). 
4. EICENSETS OF A BIMATROID 
In this subsection, we introduce two novel notions, eigenset and 
recurrent set, for a bimatroid A = (S, S, n{A)). 
A subset Xc S is called an eigerzset of A if (X, X)E/~(A); the set of 
eigensets of A will be denoted by EIG(A). 
A subset Xc S is called a recurrent set of A if (X, X)E /i(A”) for some 
h- 3 1; the set of recurrent sets of A will be denoted by REC(A). 
The notion of eigenset of a bimatroid may be regarded as a com- 
binatorial analogue of the notion of eigenvector of a matrix as follows. Let 
,? be a matrix and A the corresponding bimatroid, both having S as the 
row set and the column set. Just as we think of A as a mapping in RS, we 
may regard A as a (multivalued) mapping in 2.‘. where it is kept in mind 
that XE~~’ can be expresed alternatively by its characteristic vector 
x,~ E R”. A vector x E RS is an eigenvector of A if it is invariant in direction 
when transformed by A. In parallel, a subset XE~“, or its characteristic 
vector x,~, is an eigenset of A if it is invariant when transformed by A. 
By definition, an eigenset is a recurrent set; however, the converse is not 
true. It will be shown later in Theorem 4.2 that the maximum sizes of an 
eigenset and a recurrent set coincide. We first consider a recurrent set of 
maximum size. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. (1) max{IXIIXEREC(A))=r(A’). 
(2 ) X is a recurrent set of A qj’masimum six lfj’ X is CI common base 
qf‘ RM( A % ) ulzd CM( A % ). 
(3) Zf X is a recurrent set of A qf masimum size, then XE EIG(A”) for 
all k 3 T, where T = t(A) is the transition index of‘A. 
Proqf: (1) and (2) Suppose XE REC(A). Then (X, X)E/I(A”) for some 
k 3 1. This implies that (X, X) E /i(A’“) for any nl. Choosing m so that 
km 3 T, we see X is independent both in RM(A / ) and in CM(A % ) 
(cf. Theorem 3.3). 
If X is a common base of RM(A”) and CM(A’ ), then (X, Y) E A(Ak) 
and (Z, X) E /i(A”) for some Y and Z, where k 3 T. It then follows from 
the property (L3 ) of a bimatroid that (X’, X”) E /i(A”) for some X’ 2 X 
and X” 3 X. We have here X’ =X” =X, since IX/ = r(Ak). Hence 
(X,X)en(A”). (3) By (l), we have IXl=r(A’)=r(A”) for k3r. Since 
(X, X) E /i(Am) for some ~YZ 3 h-, there exist Y ( c S) and Z ( c S) such that 
(X, Y)E/I(A’) and (Z, X)E~(A”). Then (X, X)E/I(AI’), as shown in the 
proof of (1) and (2). 1 
The following theorem links the maximum size of an eigenset with the 
rank of the power products. 
We shall give a polyhedral proof, which shows that Theorem 4.2 can be 
extended for a poly-bimatroid A (see Theorem 4.3 below). The reader 
is referred to [4] for an alternative proof based on Edmonds’ min-max 
relation for weighted matroid intersection [ 11. 
We denote by S and St two disjoint copies of S; II/ : S -+ S and 
$‘: S+ + S will designate the one-to-one correspondences. For Xc S, 
in general, we write X+ = ($ + ) ’ (X) and X-- = ($ ) i (X), or 
$‘(X’)=$P(XP)=X. M,=(SuS+,pO) will mean the partition 
matroid. where 
p”(x- u Y+ ) = /xv Yl, xcs, YCS. (4.1) 
The matroid corresponding to A = (S, S. r) will be denoted by 
M(A) = (S u St, cc’), (cf. (2.1)), where S and St stand respectively for 
Row(A) and Cal(A); i.e., 
cc’(x- u Y+)=a(X, s- Y)+ IYI, xcs, YCS. (4.2) 
Note first that Xc S is an eigenset of A iff X u (St - X+ ) is a base of 
M(A). In other words, XEEIG(A) iff X = Hn S for some common 
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base H c S u St of M(A) and M,. Also note that S’ is a common base 
of M(A) and M,. 
Proqf sj’ T/worm 4.2. For Xc S, let x(X) E RS denote the characteristic 
vector and for x E R” let x ~ and x + 
R”- a;d R.“, ’ 
mean the corresponding vectors in 
respectvely. For x, y E R”. we denote the direct sum of x 
and y+ by x-By’ ER”~ m,“. 
Suppose X, is a maximum recurrent set and that (X,, X, i ) E .4( A ). 
i = 1, . . . . n7, with .I’,,, = X,,. Then 
Xtxi) OIX(s)+-%lx,- I)+lEB, i= 1 , . . . . 01, 
wherre B( c R” ” 5 ’ ) is the base polyhedron of the polymatroid P(A) 
associated with M(A). Since B is convex, we obtain 
h=x @[x(S)+ -x+]E B, 
where 
This shows that b is a common base of P(A) and P,, where P, is the 
polymatroid associated with M,, and that @.S ) = lX,I. 
Noting that IHnSmI<IX,,I for any common base H (c,YuS) of 
M(A) and M,,, and using the integrality of polymatroid intersection [ 11, 
we see that the maximum of h(S- ) for a common base h of P(A) and P, 
is equal to IX,/, which is attained by f;. Then, by the integrality of 
polymatroid intersection, we can conclude that there exists a common base 
H (cS- US’) of M(A) and M,, such that 1Hn.Y I = ~X,J. That is, the 
maximum size of a recurrent set and that of an eigenset coincide. 1 
From the proofs of Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.1, we see that 
Theorem 4.2 can be extended for a poly-bimatroid with identical row and 
column sets (cf. Theorem 3.4). That is, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.3. Ler L be u poly-himutroid with Row(L) = Cal(L) ( =S). 
Then 
max{.u(S)~x~RS,(x,x)i.sulinkedpairqfLj 
= max {s( S) / x E R”. (x, x) is a linkedpair qj’L”,ftir .FO~W k 3 1 ) 
= r( L’” ). 
The n~asirnurns can he attained by integral vectors ,\,hen L is integral. 
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Retnark 4.1. A maximal recurrent set is not necessarily a maximum- 
sized recurrent set, nor is a maximal eigenset a maximum eigenset. In fact, 
for the bimatroid A defined by the matrix 
we have REC(A)=EIG(A)= { iy,z)-, {xl, (y), (2 }, fj).; .(.~j is maximal 
and not maximum. 
Remark 4.2. A recurrent set of a bimatroid A is a common independent 
set of RM(A c ) and CM(A” ) (cf. Proposition 4.1(2)). The converse. 
however, is not true in general. Consider, e.g., the bimatroid A defined by 
the matrix 
.Y )’ r 
x: 1 1 0 
‘: 
-. b. 
El 0 0 1 
0 0 1 
As is easily verified, { ~1) is independent both in RM(A’“) and in CM(A”‘), 
whereas it is not a recurrent set of A. 
The following theorem states that the family of recurrent sets is 
hereditary. 
THEOREM 4.4. If XE REC(A) and Y c X, then YE REC(A). 
Proqf: The proof consists of three steps (i))(iii). 
(i) First we claim that 
if XE EIG(A) and XE X, then {x) E REC(A). (4.3) 
By Proposition 2.2, there is a matching between X and X+ in the 
underlying bipartite graph (S , S+, A). That is, there is a one-to-one 
correspondence 0: X+ X (or a permutation on X) such that ((C(X)}, 
jx))~s4(A). 
For each .Y E X. there exists k ( 2 1) such that ak(.u) =x. This implies that 
({.Y), jxj)~/i(A”), since ((a’(x)>. {c ‘-‘(.x)))~/1(A) for i= 1, . . . . k. This 
establishes (4.3). 
if XE EIG(A) and SEX, then X- 1.~1 E REC(A). (4.4) 
Since (X, X) E ii(A), A[X, X] is nonsingular (cf. Section 2.2 for nota- 
tion). Put A’=A[X, X] ‘. Then XEEIG(A’) and (4.3) implies that, 
for each s E X, there exist .x0 ( =s), .Y ,, . . . . .vL (=s) in .k’ such that 
({.I-,]? {.Y,- 1; ) E il(A’) for i = 1. . . . . k. This is equivalent to the following: 
(X,-m, 3 X,1 E A(A[IX x-l 1, i = 1, . ..) k, 
where Xi=X- (x,). Hence (X- (X),X- {.x~)E /1(A”), establishing (4.4). 
(iii) We finally claim that 
if XE REC(A) and .Y E X, then X- (x} E REC(A). (4.5) 
If XEREC(A), then XEEIG(A”) for some k> 1. By (4.4), we see 
X- {x) E REC(A”), i.e., (X- {x)., X- (x>) E /1(A”“) for some 1~ > 1. This 
shows (4.5), i.e., that X- .(.y) E REC(A). Obviously, the assertion of the 
theorem follows from (4.5) by induction. 1 
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(ii) Next we claim that 
Remark 4.3. The family of eigensets is not hereditary as seen in the 
bimatroid defined by the matrix 
s: 0 1 
c 
J’: 1 0 
Finally, we mention some nice properties of a symmetric bimatroid. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let A = (S, S, A(A)) he a qwmetric himatroid. 
( 1 ) The transition index s(A) < 1. 
(2) The Jordan type qf (3.2) is giuen by wO = r(A), w, = ISI - r(A), 
wk = 0 for k > 2. 
(3) X is a maximum eigenset of A ! f f  X is a base RM(A ), ( = CM(A)). 
Proof Suppose Xc S is a base of CM(A). By symmetry of A, we have 
(X, Y)ELI(A) and (Y,X)E/~(A) for some YcS. The property (L3) of a 
bimatroid, combined with 1x1 = r(A), implies that (X, X)E /1(A). This 
shows that r(A) < 1, i.e., r(A) = r(A X ). The other assertions are immediate 
from the above argument and Theorem 4.2. 1 
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We shall say that a bimatroid A is dqfinite if A = L * L’ for some 
bimatroid L. Evidently, a definite bimatroid is symmetric. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let A = L * L’ he a definite hitnatroid. 
(1) r(A)=r(L). 
(2) ~~XEEIG(A) and YcX, fheu YeEIG(A) 
ProoJ (I ) By (2.3) and bisubmodularity of the birank function ,! of L. 
we have 
r(A)=min{A(S, Y)+/1(5’, T- Y)I Yc T) 
= 3.(S, T) = r(L). 
(2) The assertion is immediate from the fact that (X, X) E /1(A) iff 
XE RM(A) = RM(L). 
5. CONCLUSION 
In linear algebra it is often of interest to see how a sequence of subspaces 
is generated by successive linear transformations of a subspace with a fixed 
matrix. As a combinatorial counterpart, we may consider successive 
transformations of a matroid with a fixed bimatroid A such that 
Row(A) = Cal(A). The reader is referred to [4, 51 and for the results in 
this direction. 
Addendum. After submitting the manuscript the following fact was 
noted. Theorem 4.2 follows from it. 
THEOREM A. Let X be a recurrent set of maximum size and e E X. Then 
there e.uists an eigenset Y with 1 YI = /XI such that e E Y. 
Proof: Put X= X, 3 e in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Then h(e ~ ) > 0. By 
integrality of polymatroid intersection, on the other hand, fi is expressed as 
Fi = C:=, c,yi, where y, is the characteristic vector of a common base of M, 
and M(A) with ~,(.!~)=jXl, and c,> 0, x;=, c, = 1. It follows from 
h”(e ~ ) > 0 that y,( e- ) > 0 for some i, which implies J,,( e ) = 1 since y, is a 
characteristic vector. The set Y ( cS) corresponding to yl (i.e., such that yi 
is the characteristic vector of Ye u (St - Y+ )) is an eigenvector with 
IYI = 1x1. I 
Remark A. It should be noted in this connection that a recurrent set of 
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maximum size is not necessarily an eigenset of maximum size. Consider. for 
example, the bimatroid defined by 
.Y >’ z 11 1: 
I 
?’ 0 0 0 1 0 
I 0 1 0 0 1 
21 0 0 1 0 0 
1’ 1 0 0 0 0 
{ x, J’, z ] is a maximum recurrent set and not an eigenset. 
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